Partnership Drugs Initiative
Evaluation Training Learning Sets

Start of Project

Sign up for Module 1 (condition of award)

Attend Module 1
This focuses on the Weaver’s Triangle tool and will introduce the concept of the tool and to help start thinking about what you will need to evaluate and monitor.

As part of the session you will update and develop a Weaver’s Triangle grid to help you implement plans into your project.

Send revised Weaver’s Triangle grid to PDI Staff / Trainer for feedback and comments (approx 1 – 2 hours work)

Attend Module 2
This as a one-to-one session

This focuses on building on from module one and your developed Weaver’s Triangle grid. You will look at how to implement effective evaluation methods/develop tools as well as look at effective monitoring systems without needing to develop an over-complicated database.

As part of the session you will develop an evaluation protocol which will help you set the questions you need to answer to know you are working and what tools will help you do this.

We will also ask for 2 / 3 participants to volunteer to bring along data sets* to use as real examples for the final module.

Send completed and updated grid to PDI Staff / Trainer for feedback and comments (approx 2 - 3 hours work)

Agreement of data from each project to submit for the basis of Module 3

Attend Module 3
This focuses on looking at how to use the data collected through evaluation tools and monitoring systems to effectively analysis your project, produce reports and promote your project.

Following on from this you will be able to seek support from PDI Staff / Trainer on looking at draft reports to help you develop the skills gained from this session.

Short feedback questionnaire from PDI staff to ensure we continue to develop training that you find helpful and effective

*Data sets will be the tools you use to collect information e.g. questionnaires, action plans
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